This paper studies the constrained optimization problem for nonlinear diesel blending. A new hybrid algorithm called cultural harmony search algorithm is presented to solve the proposed optimization problem, which uses cultural knowledge in the belief space of the cultural algorithm to guide the evolving and searching process of the harmony search algorithm. Then, an improved harmony improvisation in the population space of cultural algorithm is developed for new harmony generation to enrich the population diversity. Moreover, in order to accelerate convergence, the domain of decision variables is scaled down by a simplex method at the beginning of the algorithm, and a simplex improved cultural harmony search algorithm is provided. Finally, benchmark functions and the results of application in nonlinear diesel blending of a realworld refinery show the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. The contrasted experiments show that our proposed hybrid algorithm is better than other hybrid algorithms, especially in diesel blending optimization problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a typical refinery, a series of operations and units are performed to transform crude oils into various products, where different components of intermediate oils and additives are mixed to yield the refined oil products in diesel blending unit. It should be pointed out that the optimal diesel blending scheme can obviously reduce the cost for diesel production of a real-world refinery and improve the product quality to satisfy the rising criterions and requirements. However, the diesel blending optimization problem is a very complex and high-dimensional constrained problem with the characteristics of nonlinearity, uncertainty and large scale.
In recent year, in view of the importance and difficulty of the diesel blending optimization problem, researchers have made efforts to solve this problem, and a wealth of study has appeared. A common path is to establish diesel The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shaoyong Zheng . blending mathematical models [1] - [5] . Then, the diesel blending optimization problem can be regarded as the constrained optimization problem solved by the mathematical programming methods such as the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) method and the mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) method. Until now, most of the commercial tools such as Aspen Blend, Aspen Pimsambo, Aspen Orion-XT, and Honeywell's Blend still adopt these deterministic mathematical programming methods to solve the diesel blending optimization problem [6] . The data in their models are assumed to be deterministic. However, the realistic model and the various constraints are highly nonlinear and uncertain due to the dynamic nature of the process of actual diesel production. Once the mathematical programming method is performed, it will maybe suffer from the heavy complicated computation, the serious result distortion and trap in local optimum. On the other hand, a large number of refineries still make decisions for optimal diesel blending based on their years of experience combined with the approximate VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ calculation, such that the blending success rate, the product quality and the production efficiency cannot be guaranteed. Fortunately, this is not the end. In the last few decades, some efforts have been dedicated to this problem, and a wide variety of heuristic intelligent optimization algorithms have been proposed for the optimal solution to the diesel blending problem [7] - [9] , which make the rapidity of convergence and are not easy to trap in local optimum. For example, in [7] , a jumping gene adaptation of genetic algorithm has been developed for off-line fuel blending optimization. Zhao and his colleagues provided a biological incentive algorithm based on membrane computing to solve the gasoline blending-scheduling nonlinear optimization problem in [8] . Chen in [9] was concerned with the crude oil short-term blending problem solved by the proposed DNA-based hybrid genetic algorithm. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that the harmony search (HS) algorithm and the cultural algorithm (CA) as the novel nature-inspired intelligent optimization algorithms proposed in the recent year have provided an effective path to solving various complicated optimization problems.
HS algorithm was first mentioned by Geem et al. in [10] . Inspired by music creation, the process of searching the optimal solution is similar to the creation of the best beautiful chorus harmony, when the tones of each instrument are seen as the variable values of the optimization problem and the best beautiful chorus harmony is seen as the optimal solution. The characteristics of HS lie in few mathematical requirements, easy implementation, fast convergence, and good balance between exploration and exploitation. Therefore, at present, HS algorithm has found efficacious applications in a wide range of fields, for instance, practical industrial problems [11] - [15] , mechanical engineering problems [16] - [18] , electrical engineering problems [19] , [20] , scheduling optimization problems [21] - [23] , etc. However, the control parameters of the basic HS algorithm are set to fixed values. The HS algorithm maybe loses the best evolutionary due to the invalid update of the solution vector during the late evolutionary. Moreover, if the key parameters are not correctly updated, the algorithm may be trapped in local searching. Once the solution is trapped in local searching, it is hard to escape from the local optimal traps. Therefore, researchers have make attempts to improve the HS algorithm from three different aspects. The first line is to dynamically amend the algorithm parameters including the pitch adjusting rate (PAR), the bandwidth (bw) and the harmony memory considering rate (HMCR) in the searching process, thereby enriching the harmony diversity and accelerating the convergence rate [24] - [27] . For example, according to the total of iterations and the current cycle of the HS algorithm, Mahdavi et al. in [24] modified the dynamic PAR and bw parameters within a limited range for improvement. Amaya et al. in [25] provided a variant with self-regulated fretwidth for the optimum solution with less iteration. In [26] , a new dynamic change on bw parameter has been presented, but the attached static parameters reduce the applicability and the performance of the algorithm. Kong et al. in [27] proposed a new simplified binary harmony search algorithm, where the harmony memory considering rate is dynamically adjusted in terms of the dimension size for improvement of the algorithm convergence. The second important line is modification of the structure and components of the HS algorithm [28] - [31] . Inspired by particle swarm optimization algorithm, Omran and Mahdavi in [28] improved harmony search mechanism and developed a global-best harmony search algorithm. The components of the harmony are updated stage by stage. In [29] , the exponential distribution random number was adopted to tune the intermediate solution in harmony memory, and applied in fuzzy logic control optimization problem. Shabani et al. in [30] introduced a selective refining and integrating conception for new harmony creation to render the HS algorithm. In [31] , an adaptive dynamic HS algorithm based on harmony memory information has been used for optimum design of aircraft panels. Moreover, in order to increase the diversity of solution, Ouyang et al. in [32] combined the HS algorithm with opposition-based learning (OBL) technology to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. The third way of the improvement of algorithm lies in hybridization with other optimization methods. For example, Zhang et al. in [33] designed a hybrid algorithm based on harmony search, where the fruit fly optimization (FFO) scheme is integrated as a local search strategy. In [34] , a combination between genetic algorithm and HS algorithm was achieved and used in schedule electric tasks. In [35] , by fusing the mechanisms of both differential evolution and harmony search, Wang et al. gave a differential harmony search (DHS) algorithm to solve non-convex economic load dispatch problems. Besides, HS algorithm is combined with sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm [36] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm [37] , etc.
Compared with the basic HS algorithm, the designed hybridization with other optimization methods always give improvement on convergence, accuracy, iteration or other performance as required. So far, researchers have put forward many excellent hybrid algorithms to solve practical optimization problems. The real-time online diesel blending problem considered in this paper contains many actual production constraints, which is a complex uncertain high-dimensional nonlinear constraint optimization problem. Optimal blending results should be given in time for improvement of the production of refineries. The existing algorithms face different difficulties, such as too many parameters to adjust for best results, low accuracy, unreliable performance, local trap, and slow convergence speed. Therefore, to solve this problem, we need a new hybrid algorithm which can quickly search the optimal solution, and keep high precision and stable performance, simultaneously. To excavate the potential of HS algorithm, this paper intends to introduce cultural algorithm to guide the evolving and searching process of the HS algorithm, and achieve the combination between HS algorithm and cultural algorithm, while maintaining simplicity.
Cultural algorithm whose evolutionary learning process follows development of human society was developed by Reynolds in [38] . Cultural algorithm has a population space (PS) and a belief space (BS), where PS consists of a set of individuals evolved through the generations, and BS contains different knowledge sources (KS) each of which is responsible for a kind of cultural knowledge and record different information about the evolutionary learning process. Because the BS can utilize the knowledge information gathered over the generations to help the PS yield new good solutions to better guide the evolutionary search, a number of hybrid algorithms [39] - [45] in which cultural algorithm is combined with other evolutionary algorithms have been designed to solve different types of optimization problems for better performance. In view of the advantage of the accurate guidance in evolutionary searching process of the cultural algorithm, this paper uses the knowledge in the BS as an essential component to gather information from a part of good generated individuals for new better solutions, to explicitly control the searching process of the HS algorithm, thereby achieving in hybridization and combination of two algorithms.
As a summary, this paper is concerned with the optimization problem for diesel blending. The diesel blending model with uncertainty and certainty is used, based on realtime online nonlinear blending in actual refining production process. A hybrid algorithm called cultural harmony search (CHS) algorithm in which HS algorithm is combined with cultural algorithm, is developed and further improved for the solution of the proposed optimization problem. Then, a simplex method is used to narrow the scope of variables at the beginning of the CHS algorithm, and a simplex improved CHS (SICHS) algorithm is presented. Finally, ten benchmark functions are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, and the results of application in refinery also show the feasibility of the algorithm.
Compared with existing papers, the main contributions and novelties of this paper are listed as follows:
(1) The cultural algorithm is utilize to guide the evolving and searching process of the HS algorithm, thereby achieving in hybridization by using a shared population spaces. (2) A novel harmony improvisation in the population space of cultural algorithm is developed to generate new harmony, where the worst harmony unites with the other harmony to gather more local information to enrich the population diversity. (3) At the beginning of the algorithm, a domain reduction technology for decision variables is developed and used based on the simplex method, thereby achieving in accelerating the algorithm convergence. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The constrained optimization problem of diesel blending is formulated in Section II. Harmony search (HS) algorithm, cultural harmony search algorithm (CHS), improved cultural harmony search (ICHS) algorithm and simplex improved cultural harmony search (SICHS) algorithm for the solution to the proposed optimization problem are provided step by step in Section III. The results of ten benchmark functions and application in refinery are shown in Section IV. Some concluding remarks are drawn in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
The problem solved in our paper is diesel blending in the real-world refinery, where the diesel blending model with linear and nonlinear constraints have been considered. The production process of diesel continuous blending is shown in Fig. 1 [6] . The real-world refinery has two crude distillation units (CDUs) of different age, where the older CDU (CDU1) mainly processes the high-quality crude oils or blends with lower concentration of sulfur and acid, and the newer CDU (CDU2) with stronger production capacity can process inferior crude oils or blends. In addition, the refinery also possesses two hydrotreating units (2#HT1 and 3#HT2), one lube oil hydrotreating unit (LHT), one temporary blending tank (MP), and two final diesel product blending tanks (DP1-0# Metropolitan Diesel and DP2-0# Regular Diesel). The flow of distillate fractions from the mentioned units or tanks related to diesel production has been illustrated in Fig. 1 in detail.
The objective function of this paper is to maximize the sum of the flow rates of all final products, and the detailed considered model is as follows:
Objective:
where QP j is the flow rate of the final product j. Subject To: Quantity conservation constraints: Eq.
(2) expresses that the feed flow rate of unit u must be equal to the sum of the flow rates of all the streams leaving units u based on the mass balance,
where u and u are the names of processing units related to diesel production, and the destination of all the units u is u; s is the name of stream generated in processing unit; QF u is the feed flow rate of unit u; Q u ,s,u is the flow rate of stream s leaving units u and reaching unit u; S u ,u is the set of streams leaving units u and reaching u; U u is the set of units whose destination is u. Eq.(3) states that the feed flow rate of unit u is limited by the maximum feed flow rate capacity,
where QF u−max stands for the maximum feed flow rate capacity of unit u. Eq.(4) expresses that the flow rate of stream s generated in unit u is equal to the yield level (%) of the stream s times the feed flow rate of unit u,
The production process of diesel continuous blending of the real-world refinery [6] .
where Q u,s is the flow rate of stream s generated in unit u; d u,s is the yield level of stream s generated in unit u; S u is the set of streams generated in unit u.
Eq.(5) shows that the flow rate of stream s generated in unit u equals the sum of the flow rate of each branch,
where Q u,s,u is the flow rate of stream s leaving unit u and reaching units u ; U s,u is the set of units fed from the stream s produced in unit u. Linear quality constitutive relations constraints:
The linear quality properties considered in this paper are distillation cutpoint temperatures (50%, 90% and 95% • C), density (20 • C, kg/m 3 ), sulfur content (mg/kg), acidity (mg KOH /(0.1 L)), and cetane number, described by Eq. (6),
where q j,k is the property k of final product j in the product blending; a i,j,k is property k of component i of final product j; l 1 is the number of linear properties; Q i,j is the flow rate of component stream i (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) participating in blending final product j. It should be pointed out that, when u ∈ U p , U p is the set of units whose destination is final
Nonlinear quality constitutive relations constraints:
In control part of blending processes, the nonlinear quality properties contain the flash point (close, • C) expressed in Eq. (7), the kinematic coefficient of viscosity (20 • C, mm 2 /s) expressed in Eq. (8) , and the solidifying point expressed in Eq.(9),
where Table 1 in [6] and j = 1, 2, · · · , n. In terms of mathematical language, the considered diesel blending optimization problem can be summarized as the continuous nonlinear constrained function optimization problem, and described by Objective:
Subject To:
where x ∈ R n is the vector of decision variable x j ; l j and u j are the lower and upper bounds of the variable x j ; f (x) is the objective function; g i (x) and h k (x) are called inequality constraints and equality constraints, respectively; The objective function and the constraints can be linear or nonlinear. The objective in this paper is to solve the above continuous nonlinear constrained function optimization problem for diesel blending to maximize the amount of all final products and improve the final product quality under the process constraints, the operations constraints and the quality specifications.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, harmony search (HS) algorithm, cultural harmony search algorithm (CHS), improved cultural harmony search (ICHS) algorithm and simplex improved cultural harmony search (SICHS) algorithm are provided for the better solution of the proposed optimization problem step by step.
A. HARMONY SEARCH ALGORITHM
Harmony search algorithm simulates the process of the musical improvisation. It aims to seek the harmonic combination of tones which is pleasant to the ear from an aesthetic point of view. When musicians improvise the new harmony, they mainly refer to three key sources: the harmony memory, the pitch adjustment based on the previous harmony, and the improvisational random selection of new harmony. For the proposed optimization problem, HS algorithm associates the vectors of design variables called harmony vector x h = (x h 1 , x h 2 , · · · , x h n ) with h = 1, 2, · · · , HMS, and integrates three key sources of harmony creation for a process of quantitative optimization.
First, the harmony variable x h j ∈ (l j , u j ) with j = 1, 2, · · · , n and h = 1, 2, · · · , HMS obeying a uniform distribution is randomly generated and stored in the harmony memory (HM), where l j and u j are the lower and upper bounds defined for the proposed problem. HM is shown as follows:
Then, a new harmony vector x new is generated based the following basic harmony improvisation:
Harmony Improvisation 1 (R1) With the harmony memory considering rate (HMCR), which permits the random selection of a value stored in the HM, yield a new harmony variable 
if rand( * ) < HMCR and rand( * ) < PAR. (R3) With a rate of (1-HMCR), which means the harmony variable x new j is outside the HM, a new harmony variable is generated by
where bw = N bw * (u j − l j ) is the bandwidth of minor adjustment, N bw is the given adjustment factor, and rand( * ) produces the random number obeying a uniform distribution between 0 and 1.
Next, the following evaluation function is used to decide whether or not to update the harmony vector,
where f (x) is the objective function, R 0 is the penalty factor of the penalty function. If the evaluation function produces a better value by the new harmony x new , then update harmony vector in the HM as follows:
The replacement is repeated until a maximum number of iterations is reached. As a summary, the HS search algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Harmony Search Algorithm S1. Define and initialize the harmony memory considering rate (HMCR), the pitch adjusting rate (PAR), the bandwidth of minor adjustment (bw) and the maximum number of iterations (NI); S2. Initialize the harmony memory (HM) and generate randomly first harmony vector in the HM; S3. Generate new harmony vectors by Harmony Improvisation 1; S4. Update the HM by the decision of the evaluation function (15) on whether to replace the worst harmony vector via (16) . S5. Repeat S3 and step S4 for NI.
B. CULTURAL HARMONY SEARCH ALGORITHM
The framework of the cultural algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 , where the population space (PS) consists of a set of individuals evolved by generations, and the belief space (BS) contains different knowledge sources (KS) to help the PS generate new good solutions. PS and BS can influence and promote each other via a communication channel based on the accept(*) function and the influence(*) function. The obj(*) function is used to start the cultural algorithm and generate a set of initial individuals to establish the initial population space. Next, the accept(*) function collects the knowledge sources from the individuals in the PS, and then brings them into the BS to update the knowledge sources in BS by the update(*) function. The influence(*) function can utilize the best generated knowledge sources to guide the evolution of new individuals in the PS [46] , where new individuals are created by the generate(*) function based on Harmony Improvisation 1. The fit(*) function is used to evaluate the individuals in the PS. Finally, select(*) function selects a part of the good new individuals in the PS for the next iteration. The pseudocode is as follows:
Initialize the population space PS(*) ; Initialize the belief space BS(*); for j = 0 to NI evaluate (PS(*), fit(*)) update (BS(*), accept(*)) variation(generate(PS(*)), influence(*)) select(PS(*)) End.
For the original HS algorithm, each new variable is randomly selected or adjusted according to the new solution vectors during the iteration. There is no accurate guidance and direction in the update of solution vectors during evolutionary searching process. Limited by the nubilous search mechanism, the convergence speed of the original HS algorithm is slow. The situational knowledge in the BS of the cultural algorithm can guide the evolution and update of the harmony variable, and the normative knowledge can provide suitable evolution step size for HS searching. Therefore, by the guidance of the cultural algorithm, the HS algorithm can update the harmony variable efficiently, and enrich the diversity of the harmony memory simultaneously, thereby improving the searching efficiency for the complex optimization problem.
We draw the HS algorithm into the PS and the BS of the cultural algorithm, and then a new cultural harmony search (CHS) algorithm is developed for better performance.
First, the belief space as < S, N > in the cultural harmony search algorithm contains the situational knowledge S and the normative knowledge N. The situational knowledge S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S q } consists of the elite harmony vectors S p = {x p |fit (x p )} with p = 1, 2, · · · , q, where x p is the p-th elite harmony vector generated during the iteration, and q is the size of the situational knowledge. The normative knowledge is N = {N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N n }, where N j = [ l j , u j , L j , U j ], L j = fit(l j ), U j = fit(u j ), l j and u j are the lower and upper bounds of variable x j . The update criterion and function for the situational knowledge S and the normative knowledge N in the BS are described below,
where j = 1, 2, · · · , n and p = 1, 2, · · · , q, t stands for the t-th iteration, x best (t) is the best harmony vector generated from the t-th iteration. The accept(*) function picks the elite individuals in the PS, and then brings them into the BS for updating the situational knowledge S and the normative knowledge N. Now, there are three kinds of accept(*) functions such as the fixed rate accept function, the dynamic accept function and the fuzzy accept function. This paper use the fixed rate accept function with 20% rate, which means 20 percent of good harmony vectors in the HM are accepted and permitted to participate in the knowledge update. The accept(*) function is shown as:
Next, the individuals in the PS are further modified to close to the global belief by influence(*) function. In this paper, the influence(*) function utilizes the normative knowledge N to adjust the variable evolution direction for better solution vectors, as follows:
where u ∈ (0, 1) is determined by the span of the scope of variables. Above all, the cultural harmony search algorithm can be summarized in Algorithm 2.
C. IMPROVED CULTURAL HARMONY SEARCH ALGORITHM
The CHS algorithm uses the BS consisting of the elite harmony to guide harmony improvisation in the HM, so as to improve the global convergence performance and efficiency of the algorithm. However, the loss of the valuable information of the common harmony will decrease the population diversity, such that the algorithm may be trapped in local searching. The worst harmony always can learn from the other harmony, thereby improving the population diversity and the algorithm performance. Therefore, we proposed a new improved harmony improvisation to generate new harmony variable x new j , shown as follows: if rand( * )<HMCR, (19) where r = rand(1, HMS). (R2) With a probability HMCR*PAR, x new j is adjusted by
if rand( * ) < HMCR and rand( * ) < PAR. Then use influence(*) function to pitch adjustment. (R3) With a rate of (1 − HMCR), which means the harmony variable x new j is outside the HM, a new harmony variable is generated by
Then use influence(*) function to pitch adjustment.
Compared with Harmony Improvisation 1, Harmony Improvisation 2 make the worst harmony unite with the randomly selected harmony to gather more local information for the generation of new harmony, thereby achieving in the improvement of the local search performance.
D. SIMPLEX IMPROVED CULTURAL HARMONY SEARCH ALGORITHM
In this subsection, the simplex method is used to reduce the domain of the variables at the beginning of the ICHS algorithm, and a simplex improved cultural harmony search (SICHS) algorithm is developed.
First, the variable x j in (11) is regarded as an objective function of a new optimization problem, described by
The optimum solution x max j obtained by the simplex method is employed to update the domain of the variable x j as
Then, the variable x j in (11) is regarded as an objective function of the following optimization problem to find the minimum by the simplex method, Minimize x j subject to g i (x) ≤ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , m.
The obtained minimum x min j is use to update the domain of the variable x j as
Finally, the process of the SICHS algorithm is summarized in Fig.3 .
IV. BENCHMARK RESULTS AND APPLICATION A. THE BENCHMARK RESULTS
Ten benchmark functions, described in Appendix A are used to evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed algorithms. All the implemented algorithms are programmed via C programming language in VC++6.0. for each of the benchmark functions. All the functions run 200 times independently for each algorithm. When all constraints are satisfied, and the error between the feasible solution and the global VOLUME 8, 2020 optimum solution is not greater than a predefined tolerance ε. The closeness is measured by Due to the optimal solution of each benchmark function is different, the tolerance ε needs to be adjusted according to the specific situation. Similarly, owing to the different complexity of each function, the maximum operating iteration NI , the penalty factor R 0 and the coefficient N bw of tuning bandwidth bw also need to be set separately, shown in Tab. 1. Other parameters are recommended by [47] , where the HMS is 50, HMCR is 0.95 and PAR is 0.75. In order to compare the performance of the four algorithms (HS, CHS, ICHS, SICHS) smoothly, the parameters of the same test function have been kept consistent in each algorithm.
Five metrics are used to illustrate the performance of different algorithms, which are best value, mean value, worst value, AvgCon (average convergence iteration) and Std (standard deviation). In the feasible solutions of 200 simulations, select the one which is closest to the global optimal solution as the best value, and the worst value has the greatest difference with the optimal solution, Mean value is the average of all the feasible solutions. AvgCon is calculated by the number of iteration which reaches to the optimal value at first time if the simulation achieves the optimal solution, otherwise, the maximum iteration number is selected. Std is the standard deviation of these feasible solutions.
Tab. 1 presents the benchmark results by HS, CHS, ICHS, SICHS, where the value reaching the optimal solution are written in bold, and NA (Not Available) indicates that the solution found by the algorithm in the maximum iteration does not reach the optimal solution. It can be seen from the benchmark results that, compared with the other three algorithms, the SICHS algorithm is remarkably effective, fast and stable. All the benchmark functions can find the global optimal solution via the SICHS algorithm, and its average convergence iteration is obviously superior to other three algorithms, that is to say, it has a fast convergence speed. The mean value of the benchmark functions F1, F7, F8 and F9 also achieve optimal by the SICHS algorithm, and its standard deviation has the advantages of other algorithms. The convergence curves of the ten benchmark functions for the HS, CHS, ICHS and SICHS algorithms are shown in Fig. 4-Fig.5 , which indicate the convergence rate of SICHS is much better than others.
To evaluate the capability of the SICHS algorithm, we evaluate it with other state-of-the-art hybrid algorithms as genetic algorithm harmony search (GAHS) [34] , novel hybrid parti-cle swarm optimization algorithm combined with harmony search (NHPSO) [48] , differential harmony search algorithm (DHS) [35] , and a hybridization of cultural algorithm and differential evolution (CADE) [42] proposed by previous researchers. For a fair comparison, each algorithm is run with the same parameters as shown above. Besides, the other parameters are shown as: the crossover probability PC = 0.9 and the mutation probability PM = 0.35 in GAHS, the mutation probability F = 0.5 and the crossover probability C = 0.1 in DHS and CADE, the inertia weight w = 0.2, maximum velocity v = 3.0 and learning operators c 1 = c 2 = 2.0 in NHPSO. Tab. 2 presents the simulation results of benchmark functions. The best solutions for ten functions from SICHS, GAHS, DHS, NHPSO and CADE algorithms are illustrated in Fig. 6-Fig. 7 , respectively. SICHS is remarkably effective and stable. It finds the optimal solution to test functions, and provides significantly better mean results than all the other algorithms. SICHS has superior average convergence iteration to other algorithms as well as. Furthermore, the value about Worst and Std of eight functions produced by SICHS are better than other algorithms. SICHS exhibits a stable convergence capability throughout the search process. This condition indicates that the algorithm rarely gets stuck in local optima.
B. APPLICATION IN DIESEL BLENDING
The detailed online scheduling model for diesel production of the real-world refinery is derived from Cao in [6] . The refinery wants to make the most of crude oil components to produce more diesel in accordance with specifications. The objective function is to maximize the sum of the flow rates of all final products. The distillates from CDU1 and CDU2, the flow rates from the temporary blending tank MP, fluid catalytic cracking units and cooking units are set as variables of the model. The initial range of variables is calculated by (4) based on the feed flow rates of CDUs and the yield level (%) of stream, where the feed flow rates QF u are given data. A rush order of producing aviation kerosene came to the refinery in the days when the model collects data, and the distillate of splitter 1 from CDU2 was taken away, which caused the flow rate of this stream to zero. The constraints consist of the quantity conservation constraints and the quality constitutive relations constraints. All the quantity con-servation constraints are linear. For the quality constitutive relations constraints, the constraints about distillation cutpoint, density, sulfur content, acidity and cetane number are linear, but the constraints about flash point, viscosity and solidifying point are nonlinear. For the linear constraints, the simplex method is used to reduce the range of each variable, as shows in Tab. 3, where the variables in bold means the range is smaller than the original one.
The parameters are set as HMS = 50, HMCR = 0.95, PAR = 0.75, NI = 10000, R 0 = 100000, N bw = 0.01, ε = 1E − 6, and with 200 independent simulations per algorithm. The maximum value obtained by LINGO is 10719.3 [6] , which is assumed to be the optimal solution in VOLUME 8, 2020 here. The number of iteration is recorded as the convergence iteration while the value of the feasible solution reaches optimal when calculating AvgCon. Then, the simulation results by HS, CHS, ICHS, SICHS are shown in Tab.4 and the value of variables and constraints are provided in Tab.5. The convergence curves of HS, CHS, ICHS and SICHS are displayed in Fig. 8(a) . From Tab.4, it can be seen that, the optimum values obtained by the CHS, ICHS, SICHS algorithms respectively, are better than calculated by LINGO, where the best value obtained by the SICHS algorithm is the largest. Moreover, the other performances of the SICHS algorithm are also better than the HS, CHS, and ICHS algorithms. The convergence curve in Fig. 8(a) has demonstrated the superiority of the SICHS algorithm in fast convergence speed during the process of optimization.
To further investigate the performance of our proposed algorithm, GAHS, DHS, NHPSO and CADE are also applied to the diesel blending problem to compare with SICHS.
Parameters are set the same as diesel blending model above. It can be clearly seen form Tab. 6 that the SICHS has better performances than all the other algorithms in terms of the Best, Mean and Worst results. Moreover, the AvgCon of SICHS is significantly fewer and the Std is much better. The simulation results of variables and constraints for diesel blending model by SICHS, GAHS, DHS, NHPSO and CADE are shown in Tab. 7. Fig. 8(b) also shows that the convergence process of the SICHS is very quick. It can be concluded that, the SICHS is very effective in solving the diesel blending problems, which can quickly find excellent blending scheme and provide certain guidance for enterprise production.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the constrained optimization problem for diesel blending has been solved by a novel hybrid cultural harmony search algorithm. The knowledge source in the BS as an essential component collects information from the good individuals in the shared PS to explicitly control the searching process of the proposed hybrid algorithm. Furthermore, by making full use of the valuable information of the common harmony besides the elite harmony, a novel harmony improvisation is developed for new harmony generation to enrich the population diversity and improve the algorithm performance. Meanwhile, a simplex method is also utilized to accelerate the algorithm convergence by reducing the domain of decision variables of the objective function. The results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm to generate high quality solutions. Further research topics are to extend the application of the hybrid cultural harmony search algorithm such as online diesel scheduling.
APPENDIX A
Ten benchmark functions used in this work are: F1:
Maximize f (x) = 4x 1 + 3x 2 . Subject to: g 1 (x) = 2x 1 + 3x 2 − 6 ≤ 0,
The best known solution:
F2:
x = (1, 0.9, 0.9), f (x) = 2.9886364.
F3:
Maximize f (x) = −2x 2 1 + 2x 2 2 + 2x 1 x 2 + 4x 1 + 6x 2 . Subject to: g 1 (x) = x 1 + x 2 − 2 ≤ 0,
x = (1.129032, 0.774193), f (x) = 7.161290.
F4:
Maximize f (x) = −5
Subject to: g 1 (x) = 2x 1 + 2x 2 + x 10 + x 11 − 10 ≤ 0, g 2 (x) = 2x 1 + 2x 3 + x 10 + x 12 − 10 ≤ 0, g 3 (x) = 2x 2 + 2x 3 + x 11 + x 12 − 10 ≤ 0, g 4 (x) = −8x 1 + x 10 ≤ 0, g 5 (x) = −8x 2 + x 11 ≤ 0, g 6 (x) = −8x 13 + x 12 ≤ 0, g 7 (x) = −2x 4 − x 5 + x 10 ≤ 0, g 8 (x) = −2x 6 − x 7 + x 11 ≤ 0, g 9 (x) = −2x 8 − x 9 + x 12 ≤ 0, 0 ≤ x i ≤ 1(i = 1, · · · , 9), 0 ≤ x i ≤ 100(i = 10, 11, 12), 0 ≤ x 13 ≤ 1.
x = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 1), f (x) = 15.
F5:
Maximize f (x) = −x 0.6 1 −x 0.6 2 −x 0.6 3 +4x 3 −2x 4 −5x 5 +x 6 . Subject to: g 1 (x) = −3x 1 + x 2 − 3x 4 = 0, g 2 (x) = −2x 2 − x 3 − 2x 5 = 0, g 3 (x) = 4x 4 − x 6 = 0, g 4 (x) = x 1 + 2x 4 − 4 ≤ 0, g 5 (x) = x 2 + x 5 − 4 ≤ 0, g 6 (x) = x 3 + x 6 − 4 ≤ 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ (3, 4, 4, 2, 2, 6).
x = (0.166667, 2, 4, 0.5, 0, 2), f (x) = 13.401904.
F6:
Maximize f (x) = −x 0. 6 1 − x 0.6 2 + 6x 1 + 4x 3 − 3x 4 . Subject to: g 1 (x) = −3x 1 + x 2 − 3x 3 = 0, g 2 (x) = x 1 + 2x 3 − 4 ≤ 0, VOLUME 8, 2020 g 3 (x) = x 2 + 2x 4 − 4 ≤ 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ (3, 4, 2, 1).
x = (1.333333, 4, 0, 0), f (x) = 4.514202.
F7:
Maximize f (x) = −x 4 1 − x 2 2 + 10x 2 + sin x 3 − 19. Subject to: g 1 (x) = 2x 1 + x 2 − x 3 − 4 ≤ 0,
x = (0, 5, 1), f (x) = 6.841470.
F8:
Maximize f (x) = cos x 1 −
x 1 x 2 x 3 −(x 2 −4) 2 − (x 3 − 4) 2 − 6.
Subject to: g 1 (x) = x 1 + x 2 + x 3 − 8 ≤ 0,
x = (0, 4, 4), f (x) = −5.
F9:
Maximize f (x) = sin 3 (2πx 1 ) sin(2πx 2 )
x 3 1 (x 1 + x 2 )
. Subject to: g 1 (x) = x 2 1 − x 2 + 1 ≤ 0, g 2 (x) = 1 − x 1 + (x 2 − 4) 2 ≤ 0, g 3 (x) = 2x 1 + x 2 − 8 ≤ 0, g 4 (x) = −x 1 + 2x 2 − 8 ≤ 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 10.
x = (1.227913, 4.2453733), f (x) = 0.095825.
F10:
Maximize f (x) = −x 1 − x 2 − x 3 . Subject to: g 1 (x) = −1 + 0.0025(x 4 + x 6 ) ≤ 0, The best known solution: 
